5-10 Years - Future of Voting

- Interface Adjustments
- Solve Problems with Paper
- Hardware Evolution
- Balkanization of Voting Systems
Interface Adjustment

- Convergence of voting with common everyday tasks.
- Connectivity with voter's choice of devices

Prerequisites

- Common secure connection interface for external devices
- Best practices for interface design/ more fluid standard
Solve Problems with Paper

- Hand-marked paper ballots at minimum will go away.
- Relegation on paper trail to secondary record
- Phase-out of paper trail

Prerequisites

- Complete external auditability process
Hardware Shift

- Physical hardware will need to take advantage of market volume
- Re-use or Post-use of voting equipment
- Upgrade path for equipment

Prerequisites

- COTS hardware validation process
Balkanization of Voting Systems

- Ballot Generation
- Ballot Marking
- Ballot Tabulation

Election Night Reporting

Sample Ballots

Ballot On Demand

Poll Books